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thursday— (all times are kuwait local)
08:00 real madrid vs apoel/soccer ......... bein sports 1
10:00 man utd vs basel/soccer ............... bein sports 3
12:30 lyon vs guingamp/soccer .............. bein sports 6
14:30 patriots vs chiefs/football .............. bein sports 7
15:35 liverpool vs sevilla/soccer ............ bein sports 3
16:25 tigers vs indians/baseball ............ bein sports 12
17:00 roma vs atletico/soccer ................ bein sports 4
19:30 lazio vs milan/soccer .................... bein sports 4
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Latest sports scores at — http://sports.arabtimesonline.com

Paris, LA confirmed as Olympic hosts
Historic first for IOC
LIMA, Sept 13, (AFP):
The International Olympic Committee named
Paris and Los Angeles as hosts for the 2024
and 2028 Olympics on
Wednesday, crowning
two cities at the same
time in a historic ﬁrst
for the embattled sports
body.
Loud applause rang out at the
Lima Convention Centre shortly
after the IOC membership voted
to approve a deal hashed out in
July which arranged for Paris to be
given 2024 and Los Angeles 2028.
Paris and Los Angeles bid leaders
joined International Olympic Committee President Thomas Bach on
stage as the award was conﬁrmed,
embracing after an outcome hailed
as a “win-win-win” by the IOC.
Both Paris and Los Angeles made
ﬁnal presentations to IOC delegates
before the formality of the rubberstamp vote was taken.
“You can’t imagine what this
means to us, incredible, so strong,”
Paris 2024 co-chairman Tony
Estanguet told delegates shortly before the vote.
It marked the ﬁnal act of a campaign that had been stripped of the
usual intrigue ever since Paris and
Los Angeles agreed to carve up
2024 and 2028 in July following encouragement from the IOC.
Paris 2024 ofﬁcials hugged and
cheered following the vote, basking in victory after three previous
failed bids to land the 1992, 2008
and 2012 Olympics.
The 2024 Games will mark the
third time Paris has staged the Olympics, coming exactly 100 years after

they last hosted the Games.
Los Angeles 2028 ofﬁcials also
celebrated the return of the Olympics to US soil.
The 2028 Olympics will be the
ﬁrst held in the United States since
the chaotic 1996 Games in Atlanta.
It will also mark the third time
that Los Angeles has hosted the
Olympics following successful editions in 1932 and 1984.
“Los Angeles reﬂects the face of
America’s future and the heart of
American values of inclusiveness,
generosity and unity,” Los Angeles
mayor Eric Garcetti said during his
ﬁnal pitch to IOC members.
Paris and Los Angeles emerged

OLYMPICS
from the initial bidding race for the
2024 Games after a number of cities
withdrew citing waning public support and concerns over budget.
Hamburg, Rome, Budapest and
Boston all fell by the wayside during the competition, reﬂecting the
political difﬁculties in persuading
voters that staging the Olympics is
worth the multi-billion-dollar price
tag. IOC chief Bach ﬁrst signalled
publicly that the double-award of an
Olympics could be on the agenda in
December last year, lamenting that
the bidding process produced “too
many losers”.
As the tussle for 2024 unfolded,
and as the ﬁeld thinned to leave just
Los Angeles and Paris, the IOC’s
determination to secure two highquality bids for the next two summer games became apparent.
In July, the IOC announced it
would award the staging rights for
the 2024 and 2028 Olympics at the
same meeting in Lima, laying the
way for a swift agreement between
the two over the running order.

International Olympic Committee President Thomas Bach (IOC) (left), poses with Los Angeles Mayor Eric Garcetti at the end of an IOC session in
Lima, Peru on Sept 13. The IOC is voting to ratify Los Angeles as the host
city of the 2028 Olympic and Paralympic Games and Paris as the host city
of the 2024 Games during the IOC Session. (AP)

Members of the Paris 2024 bid delegation celebrate during the 131st International Olympic Committee (IOC) session in Lima on Sept 13. The IOC meeting in Lima will conﬁrm Paris and Los Angeles as hosts for the 2024 and 2028 Olympics, crowning two cities at the same time in a historic ﬁrst for the
embattled sports body. (AFP)

The drama-free conclusion to
the race also eliminates the risk of
the vote being tainted by the sort of
scandal that has embroiled the ballot
for the 2016 Olympics.
The IOC was left tackling a
fresh wave of graft allegations last
week when investigators in Brazil
swooped on the country’s Olympics
chief Carlos Nuzman.
Nuzman stands accused of plotting to bribe IOC members into
awarding Rio de Janeiro the 2016
Games at a 2009 vote in Copenhagen.
The allegations swirling around
Rio’s bid revived memories of the
Salt Lake City bribery scandal,
which led to 20 IOC members being
either kicked out of the Olympics’
ruling body or pleading guilty to accepting bribes for votes.
French investigators meanwhile
have already announced they are
investigating the 2013 vote in Buenos Aires which awarded the 2020
Olympics to Tokyo, following reports of secret payments into a Singapore-based bank account linked
to the son of disgraced former world
athletics chief Lamine Diack.

Giroud nearly
‘quit’ Arsenal
LONDON, Sept 13, (AFP):
Arsenal striker Olivier Giroud admitted on Wednesday
that he came close to leaving
the club in the close season
before deciding to stay because his “story is not over”.
The France international
has fallen behind club-record signing and compatriot
Alexandre Lacazette in the
pecking order this season
but has come off the bench
in all of the Gunners’ games
so far this season.
Danny Welbeck also appears to be ahead of Giroud
in the manager’s thoughts,
but the 30-year-old is likely to get a rare chance to
impress from the start in
Thursday’s Europa League
clash with Cologne.
Manager Arsene Wenger
will make a number of
changes as Arsenal play in
the competition for the ﬁrst
time in 17 years, with Giroud expected to be one of
several alterations.
The forward, who scored
a late winner in the opening-day Premier League
victory against Leicester
City, has struggled to hold
down a regular ﬁrst-team
place at the Emirates Stadium and admitted he nearly
quit over the summer having been linked with the
likes of Everton and West
Ham United.
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